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QUESTION 1

A developer created a Lightning component to display a short text summary for an object and wants to use it with
multiple Apex classes. How should the developer design the Apex classes? 

A. Have each class define method getObject() that returns the sObject that is controlled by the Apex class. 

B. Extend each class from the same base class that has a method getTextSummary() that returns the summary. 

C. Have each class implement an interface that defines method getTextSummary() that returns the summary. 

D. Have each class define method getTextSummary() that returns the summary. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 2

What are two considerations for deciding to use a roll-up summary field? Choose 2 answer\\'s partner. 

A. Roll-up summary can be performed on formula fields, but if their formula contains an #Error result, it may affect the
summary value. 

B. Roll-up summary fields do not cause validation rules on the parent object unless that object is edited separately. 

C. Roll-up cannot be performed on formula fields. 

D. Roll-up cannot be performed on formula fields that use cross-object references or on-the-fly calculations such as
NOW(). 

Correct Answer: AD 

  

 

QUESTION 3

A workflow updates the value of a custom field for an existing Account. How can a developer access the updated
custom field value from a trigger? 

A. By writing, a Before Update trigger and accessing the field value from Trigger.new 

B. By writing an After Insert trigger and accessing the field value from Trigger.old 

C. By writing an After Update trigger and accessing the field value from Trigger.old 

D. By writing a Before Insert trigger and accessing the field value from Trigger.new 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 4

Refer to the following code that runs in an Execute Anonymous block: 

A. In an environment where the full result set is returned, what is a possible outcome of this code? 

B. The total number of records processed as a result of DML statements will be exceeded 

C. The total number of records processed as a result of DML statements will be exceeded. 

D. The transaction will succeed and the first ten thousand records will be committed to the database. 

E. The total number of DML statements will be exceeded. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A SSN__c custom field exists on the Candidate__c custom object. The field is used to store each candidate\\'s social
security number and is marked as Unique in the schema definition. 

As part of a data enrichment process, Universal Containers has a CSV file that contains updated data for all candidates
in the system. The file contains each Candidate\\'s social security number as a data point. Universal Containers wants
to 

upload this information into Salesforce, while ensuring all data rows are correctly mapped to a candidate in the system. 

Which technique should the developer implement to streamline the data upload? 

A. Update the SSN__c field definition to mark it as an External Id. 

B. Upload the CSV into a custom object related to Candidate__c. 

C. Create a before insert trigger to correctly map the records. 

D. Create a Process Builder on the Candidate__c object to map the records. 

Correct Answer: C 
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